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2 np 2 P The physical properties of highly excited Rydberg atoms such as the ne structure, the energy levels and the lifetimes of atomic Rydberg states, are of great importance in both theoretical and experimental research [16] . The determination of spectroscopic data for neutral and ionized atomic systems, particularly the high--lying Rydberg states, have been an active research area in astrophysics, laser physics, plasma physics, and thermonuclear fusion research [7, 8] . During the last three decades, the most of researchers have studied the transition probabilities, energy levels, ne structure, lifetimes and oscillator strengths of excited states belonging to indium being in group-three elements having as ground state the 5s 2 5p conguration with three electrons outside the closed shell. Therefore, the two s electrons form a closed sub-shell, the residual electron gives rise to an alkali-like spectrum [912] . The most of investigations in literature are limited few low excitations radiative lifetimes (n ≤ 812) [13] .
Many of the modern experimental techniques and theoretical methods come across some diculties in the exact measurement of the spectroscopic parameters such as transition probabilities, energy levels, ne structure, lifetimes, and oscillator strengths of many electron atoms and heavy ions. The physical parameters in highly lying Rydberg states are always dicult problems especially in theoretical studies because of indistinguishability of equivalent electrons and the necessity of taking into account many congurations or orbital basis--set functions [14] . It is impossible yet to solve many--electron systems without imposing severe approximations. Many theoretical methods exist for calculation of spectroscopic parameters for atomic or ionic systems * e-mail: yildiz@kmu.edu.tr such as the HartreeFock approximations, conguration interaction methods, R-matrix methods, semi-empirical methods, and many-body perturbation theories.
In the present paper, we have calculated atomic lifetimes and energy levels of the Rydberg states in neutral indium using the weakest bound electron potential model theory (WBEPMT). The results for atoms having the principal quantum number up to n = 50 were listed.
Theoretical method
WBEPMT, which was developed by Zheng et al., can be applied for determination of some physical parameters for example energy levels, ionization potentials, transition probabilities, oscillator strengths and lifetime of excited levels in many-electron atomic and ionic systems [1522] . Zheng separated electrons into two groups: the weakest bound electron (WBE) and non-weakest bound electrons (NWBE), within a given system, to describe the electronic motion in multi-electron systems as a new model potential. The WBE in this systems can be excited or ionized easily. The WBEPM theory describes the WBE movement according to the potential eld produced by the nucleus and the non-weakest bound electron. The behavior of WBE is aected by the one part of the potential eld, dipole moment and the other part is the Coulomb potential. The introduction of d eectively adjusts the integer quantum numbers n and l into non-integers n * and l * ; therefore, the principal quantum number (n) and the angular momentum quantum number (l) of the WBE is considered as the eective principal quantum number (n * ) and eective angular momentum quantum number (l * ). The investigation of behavior of WBE gives some valuable information about some atomic or ionic properties in multi-electron systems such as transition, excitation and ionization [1722] .
The Schrödinger equation of the weakest bound electron under non-relativistic approximation is given (25) below [15, 17, 18] :
The non-weakest bound electrons and nucleus produced potential function given as V (r i ) in Eq. (2) . Z * is the eective nuclear charge, r i is the distance between the weakest bound electron and the nucleus. In this theory, electronic radial wave functions are shown as a function of the Laguerre polynomial in terms of some parameters [15, 17, 18] :
n * and l * parameters are described as
The energy expression of weakest bound electron is shown as
where both Z * and d are unknown parameters. This complexity could be reduced by making Eq. (5) similar to quantum defect theory. The energy expression in the quantum defect theory is demonstrated in Eq. (6) [23] :
where n * = n − δ, δ is quantum defect and constant for a given xed orbital quantum number and Z net is the ion core charge. For a neutral atom, the value of a neutral atom Z net is 1 and it is 2 for a singly charged ion Z net For neutral atoms, energy eigenvalue can be introduced as
where n is the principal quantum number and δ can be determined by Martin's expression (Eq. (8)) [24] :
where δ 0 is the constant given in the Rydberg series as quantum defect of lowest energy state. Coecients a; b; c; d can be calculated from the rst four experimental values by solving Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) . Extrapolating with these values could provide calculation of the energy levels of high Rydberg states. This formula has been applied to sodium atom for analysis of spectra and it has resulted in high accurate outcome. Rykova's expressions given below can be used to calculate the lifetimes of excited levels for many electron atomic systems [25] :
) τ 0 and α are coecients in relevant series and can be calculated from the experimental values of energy and lifetime described in the WBEPM theory.
Results and discussions
The present study reports the calculation of energy levels and atomic lifetimes using weakest bound electron potential model theory for 5s 2 ns 2 S 1/2 (n ≥ 6), 5s
series of the Rydberg states in neutral indium. Fig. 1 .
Quantum defects of Rydberg series as a function of the quantum number [28, 29] .
The parameters required for the calculations of energy levels and atomic lifetimes was determined using the procedure mentioned above and the coecients a, b, c, d in Eq. (8) and the values of δ 0 belonging to dierent series were tted to experimental energy values [26] in the indium atom (Tables I, II) . The obtained δ 0 quantum defect of lowest energy state 5s
Rydberg series was compared and the agreement with the current literature (Fig. 1 ) has been observed [12] . Figure 1 displays the calculated quantum defects δ n of 2 P 3/2,1/2 and 2 D 3/2,5/2 series as a function of n. It is known that in the 2 P 3/2,1/2 and 2 D 3/2,5/2 series, δ n of the J = l + 1/2 are larger than that of the J = l − 1/2. It is compatible with the obtained δ 0 quantum defect of these series. In addition δ 0 quantum defect of lowest energy state 5s 2 ns 2 S 1/2 (n ≥ 6) was given in Table I . τ 0 and α coecients have been calculated using the WBEPM theory. Let us note that α coecients in Table II are approximately around three. Because in high Rydberg series the lifetimes are expected to be proportional to a power, around three, of the eective principal quantum number. The values of energy levels and atomic lifetimes have been obtained using these parameters and have been presented in Tables I, II. Tables IIIVII present the comparison with the experimental and theoretical data given in the literature. It can be seen that experimental and theoretical studies with energy levels and lifetimes of atomic indium were insufcient in the literature. In this paper, atomic lifetimes and energy levels of 5s 2 ns 2 S 1/2 (n ≥ 6), 5s
series of the Rydberg states in neutral indium were calculated and listed here for relevant series of indium atom having the principal quantum number up to n = 50, though they were given up to n = 9 in the literature. The energy levels and lifetimes in both lower lying and highly excited Rydberg states have great importance in the many areas of the physics. Therefore, our energy levels and lifetimes results obtained from the WBEPM theory have been compared with relativistic many-body perturbation theory (RMBPT) and all-order single-double (SD) method results given by Safronova et al. [9] , results in NIST [26] , the results of Andersen and Sorensen including experimental data [10] and the experimental results of Jönsson et al. [30] .
Safronova et al. [9] used relativistic many-body perturbation theory and all-order SD method to study energies, lifetimes like other physical properties of indium. The calculations made by Safronova et al. allow one to study convergence of perturbation theory and estimate the uncertainty of theoretical predictions. Andersen and Sorensen [10] used the beam foil technique that presents an ideal tool for systematic study but the beam foil technique has certain limitations. It is dicult to study the Rydberg states using this method. Andersen et al. studied excited levels with low main quantum numbers more than excited levels with high main quantum numbers. The intensity of the Rydberg states is small and lifetimes relatively long. Jönsson et al. [30] have measured radiative lifetimes of some sequences of indium using pulsed laser excitation of an atomic beam. They used UV pulses produced by a YAG-pumped or excimer-pumped dye--laser system. The results obtained from the lifetime measurements for the lower lying states are proportional to a power, close to three, of the eective principal quantum number. Ewiss et al. measured the natural lifetimes in In(I) (n ≤ 812) using uorescence decay [31, 32] . While the calculation procedure for the systems with a few electrons can be carried out easily, the calculations become more dicult and complex in the case of increasing number of electrons. Especially, for the excited states and the Rydberg states of many-electron systems, more congurations must be considered. Therefore, calculations become more complicated. can be used to calculate the lifetimes and energy levels for both highly excited states and low lying states without any increase in complexity in calculation process. Previously, many of spectroscopic data such as transition probabilities, oscillator strengths, lifetimes of excited levels and ionization energies were obtained using the WBEPM theory in many-electron atomic and ionic systems [3338] . The semi-empirical methods such as the WBEPM theory where one or more parameters needs to be adjusted according to the existing experimental data can be considered as a useful method for much more complicated systems, for especially highly excited states. In this study, by courtesy of this method, we have calculated the energy levels and lifetimes belonging to higher excited levels than published in the literature for neutral indium.
